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PLENARY PRESENTATION NO. 1

INTRODUCTION

R. MacDonald, JSC 
NASA-S-79-10264 
PLENARY SESSION


COORDINATOR, R. MAC DONALD, JSC


TITLE OF PAPER PRESENTER 
INTRODUCTION R. MAC DONALD, JSC 
THE NEED FOR IMPROVED GLOBAL B. SCHERR, DATA RESOURCES, 
INFORMATION INC. 
THE FOUNDATIONS OF LACIE R. MAC DONALD, JSC 
WHEAT AND ITS GROWING CONDITIONS D. THOMPSON, JSC 
IN LACIE STUDY AREAS 
TECHNICAL APPROACH J. DRAGG, JSC 
RESULTS F. HALL, JSC 
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER J. MURPHY, USDA 
IMPACT OF LACIE ON A NATIONAL J. HILL, NOAA 
METEOROLOGICAL CAPABILITY 
CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK B. ERB, JSC 
3 PAGE ,2. INTENTIONALLY BLAN&


PLENARY PRESENTATION NO. 2 
THE NEED FOR IMPROVED GLOBAL INFORMATION 
B Scherr, Data Resources, Inc 
PAGE 4' INTENTIONALLY BLNL 
15, 
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NASA-S-78-16038 
THE NEED FOR IMPROVED GLOBAL


AGRICULTURAL INFO.A1..N


-to *% U , WHO ARE THEY? 
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NASAS-78-16041 
THE USERS OF GLOBAL AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION


WHO ARE THEY ?


* MARKET ANALYSIS 
* DECISION NEEDS 
* POLICY FORMULATION


FARM-RELATED


MANUFACTURING RESOURCE UTILIZATION AGRIBUSINESS

* 	 TECHNOLOGY 
DEVELOPMENT 
GOVERMENTSHIPPING/RAIL 
TRANSPORTATION 
FARM INVESTORS 
OPERATORS 
8 
NASA-S-78-16043 
U.S. TOTAL WHEAT PRODUCTION


COMPONENTS VARIABILITY


YIELD, 
AREA, METRIC PRO­
ha TONS/ DUCTION, 
30 x 106 ha MMT 
2.3 	 60 - & PRODUCTION


AREA


2.2 - 50 -OmmsYIELD 
25 -2.1 -40 
2.0 30 ­
20 - 1.9 20 
1.8 10 ­
15 L 1.7 	 0 
1965 67 69 71 73 75 
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NASA-S-78-16044 
U.S.S.R. TOTAL WHEAT PRODUCTION 

COMPONENTS VARIABILITY 

PRO-

DUCTION,

MMT110
AREA, 
ha 

106
70 x 

100 

90 

65 - 80 

70 

60 60 ­
omo PRODUCTION 

AREA
50 ­
1 1 I I 1
55 40 1 1 1 1 

1965 67 69 71 73 75 
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NASA-S-78 16040 
GLOBAL AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION


WHAT IS NEEDED?


OF PRIMARY INTEREST IS INFORMATION RELATED TO


NEW CROP EXPECTATIONS SHAPED BY


ECONOMIC VARIABLES, GOVERNMENT POLICY, WEATHER


FIRST TWO QUARTERS - LAST TWO QUARTERS -
IMPROVED ACREAGE INFORMATION IMPROVED YIELD FORECASTS 
YIELD FORECAST HARVEST 
YIELD 
PLANTING STANDING CURRENT TEMP ABANDONMENT 
INTENTIONS AREA AND PRECIP 
PRESEASON EARLY SEASON MIDSEASON AREA HARVESTED


12


NASA S 78 16039 
PRESENT GLOBAL AGRICULTURAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS


HOW WELL DO THEY WORK?


,,'CA' 
10 
T..RALIA' 
ACCURATE, TIMELY
INFORMATION 
4I NO TIMELY REPORTING, 
-
UNKNOWN 
-v IRELIABILITY 
BRAZIL, ARGENTINA, LITTLE OR NO 
_ ->.CHINA INFORMATION 
0-
DESIRABLE CHARACTERISTICS - TIMELINESS, ACCURACY
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NASA-S-79-10263 
ACCURACY OF USDA WORLDWIDE


WHEAT PRODUCTION ESTIMATES


COUNTRY YEARS EARLY MID- AT 
OF RECORD SEASON SEASON HARVEST 
UNITED STATES 1966-75 10 OF 10 10 OF 10


AUSTRALIA 1966-75 5 OF 10 8 OF 10 10 OF 10


CANADA 1966-75 9 OF 10 9 OF 10


U.S.S.R. 1973-75 0OF3 0OF3 1OF3 
INDIA 1970-75 30F5 30F6 40F5 
BRAZIL 1971-75 30F5 30F5 40F5 
ARGENTINA 1969-75 20F7 40F7 40F7 
14


PLENARY PRESENTATION NO. 3

THE FOUNDATIONS OF LACIE 
R MacDonald, JSC 
;,Sn 
al OWORZ 
mt 
Jill


17 PAGE.. INTENTIONALLX POL


NASA.-78.02 THE 
EVENT 
FIRST SATELLITE 
LAUNCHES 
NAS STUDY OF APPLI-
CABILITY OF REMOTE 
SENSING TO LARGE-
AREA VEGETATION 
MONITORING 
CHARACTERIZATION 
OF THE PROBLEM 
CONCEPTUALIZATION 
OF ADP APPROACH 
USING MULTISPEC-
TRAL DATA 
DEVELOPMENT OF 
FIRST AIRBORNE 
MULTISPECTRAL 
SCANNER 
FOUNDATIONS OF LACIE 
1 58159160161162163164165166167168169170171172173174 
AA 
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NAS S 78 167

VEHILESCAPALE F CARYIG SESOR


NASA.S.78-16056


FOCUS OF ATTENTION


ON POSSIBLE


APPLICATION

*ONEEDS _ 
CROPS 
FLOODS 
r 
LAND RESOURCES DROUGHT
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NASA-S-78-16087 
RECOGNITION OF NEED FOR REPETITIVE,


GLOBAL, TIMELY CROP INFORMATION


IOR
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National Aeronautics and Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center 
Space Administration Houston Texas 77058 
NASA-,8-16498 DEVELOPMENT OF WORKING AUTOMATIC 
DATA PROCESSING CONCEPT


SPATIAL 9 SPECTRAL 
U. 80 
REFLECTANCE 60 
(PERCENT) 40 
20 
.3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 
WAVELENGTH (MICROMETERS) 
i I I I I i Iijii ii 
.3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 
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NASA-S-78-16048 
DATA AVAILABLE TO SUPPORT THE ADP APPROACH 
DIRECTION OF FLIGHT
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5National Aeronautics and 
S'vi;ct A(dIrlrirar r Lyndon B. Johnson SPace Center 
1 t NN Ir T[!×1 7( i , 
NASAS-78 16085

DIGITAL COMPUTER PATTERN RECOGNITION SYSTEM 
0p 
24


NASA-S-7816053 
THE FOUNDATIONS OF LACIE (CONT)


EVENT 1P9RE58159160161162163164165166167168169170171172173174 
DIGITAL COM-
PUTER PATTERN 
RECOGNITION 
SYSTEM 
EXPERIMENT TO EVAL-
UATE ADP CONCEPT 
TECHNOLOGY 
IMPROVEMENT AND 
CONTINUING 
RESEARCH 
PLAN FOR FIRST ERTS 
WITH RBV CAMERA 
AND MULTI-
SPECTRAL SCANNER 
APOLLO 9 SIMULATION 
OF ERTS (S065) 
25 
474 
NO 
26' 
NASA S 78 160q7 
IMPROVED CAPABILITY, IMPROVED UNDERSTANDING


OF BASIC PHENOMENA AND EXPANDED TEST


AND EVALUATION TO MORE SITUATIONS


27


JNational Aeronautics and Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center 
) j n,vtraWor, Houston Texas 77058N AS 
NASA-S-78-16127 
SPECIFICATION FOR


FIRST SPACEBORNE MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER


1 ', VISIBLE' 
LIGHT NEAR INFRARED
LIUGHT ' 
* I 
MULTISPECTRAL SCANNER BANDS 
1 2 3: 4 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1.0 1.1 
WAVELENGTH, MICROMETERS 
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NASA S 78 16054 
THE FOUNDATIONS OF LACIE (CONT)


EVENTPRE 1 58159160161162163164165166167168169170171172173174 
PREPARATION FOR 
LARGE-SCALE ERTS 
DATA ANALYSIS 
EXPERIMENTATION 
CORN BLIGHT WATCH 
TRANSFER OF ANAL-
YSIS TECHNOLOGY 
TO NASA JSC 
LAUNCH OF ERTS AND 
JOINT USDA-NASA 
CROP EXPERIMENT 
LACIE DESIGN AND 
PRECURSOR EXPERI-
MENTS (CITARS) 
30


NASA&S81642 
FIRST MULTIAGENCY CROP STRESS MONITORING EFFORT


USING MULTISPECTRAL, AUTOMATIC DATA PROCESSING,


AND STATISTICAL TECHNIQUES


MINNH OI " 
00 
!t -
K 3 
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I j j\ National Aeronautics and Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center 
Spvine Administration Houston Texns 77058 
NAS S 7 
",.- DA


EA .
FACILITIES6 
D E F IN ........ ........
 
A2


781604NASAS 
GLOBAL OVER33 
NASA-S-78-16039 
ERTS-1 ACSC TEST TARGET COUNTIES


2b 
5
4 
 
30

6

1 HOLT COUNTY, NEBRASKA 4 BUTTE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 
2 HILL COUNTY, MONTANA 5 HARDIN COUNTY, IOWA 
3 IMPERIAL COUNTY, CALIFORNIA 6 WORTH COUNTY, GEORGIA 
34
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National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 
NASA-S-78 16107 
CITARS


STUDY AREAS


CROP 
IDENTIFICATION


TECHNOLOGY 
 
ASSESSMENT 
 
FOR REMOTE 
SENSING- 1973 / 
Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center 
tr xj; 758 
tILLNOIS


ILI 
INDIANA 
i


/36 
36 
NASA-S-78-16045


FOUNDATION OF A QUANTITATIVE METHODOLOGY


FOR YIELD ESTIMATION


SOILS TECHNOLOGY


WEATHER 
38


NASA S-78-16051 
GLOBAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 
,., " LONDO.N.F'ICH-_


,E PR'AGIUJ
'TOKYO NASHINGTON 
>'h. iRASILIA NAIROBI 
ELBOURNE


,39


NASA-S-?816O6 
QUANTIFIED


WEATHER EFFECTS ON


PLANT DEVELOPMENT


AND APPEARANCE
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NASA S 78-17327 THE FOUNDATIONS OF LACIE (CONT) 
EVENTEEVENT 15 1 58159160161162 63164165166167168169170171 7273 4 
DEVELOPMENT OF 
CROP CALENDAR 
MODELS 
ADAPTATION OF 
WEATHER-BASED 
MODELS BY NOAA 
TO ASSESS IMPACT 
OF DROUGHT 
41


NASA-S-78-16100 
LACIE AS A PROOF-OF-CONCEPT EXPERIMENT 
" NEXT LOGICAL STEP IN TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT 
* 	 FOCUS ON TIMELY, ACCURATE, OBJECTIVE, FOREIGN CROP 
INVENTORY INFORMATION 
* LARGE SCALE 
* ONE IMPORTANT CROP 
* FOCUS ON KEY COUNTRIES 
* CONDUCT RIGOROUS ACCURACY ASSESSMENT 
* MULTIAGENCY PARTICIPATION 
42


NASA-S-78-16820 	 LACIE 
OBJECTIVES 
* 	 DEMONSTRATE AN IMPORTANT APPLICATION 
OF REPETITIVE MULTISPECTRAL REMOTE 
SENSING FROM SPACE 
* 	 TEST THE CAPABILITY OF LANDSAT, TOGETHER 
WITH CLIMATOLOGICAL, METEOROLOGICAL, 
AND CONVENTIONAL DATA SOURCES, TO 
ESTIMATE THE PRODUCTION OF AN IMPORT-
ANT WORLD CROP 
* 	 VALIDATE TECHNOLOGY TO PROVIDE USEFUL 
ESTIMATES OF CROP PRODUCTION 
43 
II ow
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NASA-S-78-16096


WHY WHEAT?


* MAJOR CROP IN THE WORLD MARKET 
* GROWN OVER LARGE GEOGRAPHIC AREAS 
* 	 COMPATIBLE WITH SYNOPTIC AND RAPID RESPONSE 
CAPABILITIES OF SATELLITE REMOTE SENSING 
• 	 CONSIDERED TO BE THE LEAST COMPLEX AND BEST 
UNDERSTOOD CROP IN TERMS OF REMOTE SENSING 
45


NASA S 78 16093 
11975 11976 11977 11978 
LACIE STUDY AREAS 
Ali 
If, I i -
.4su ARtAb Vl- LACIEPHASE I ow 491&- ANALYSISW
Names IV WHEAT 
IMMilki'llk, MWAM EXPLORATORY"E-ii I ,map i - STUDY AREAS


PHASEII


PHASE III 
it lll- nllnrwo*43 
An c4ion= , , lp 
IMMIL(asSSG 11119#1 WPWAW 
70w 
NASA-&78-16094 
LACIE PROJECT ELEMENTS 
USER EVAL-SPECIFIC 
*GENERAL PROCEDURES APPLICATION UATION OF 
RESEARCH AND EVALUATION APPLICA-
TECHNOLOGY SYSTEM TION 
DEVELOPMENT IIfl SYSTEM 
e LANDSAT-1 
INVESTIGATION :CANDIDATE SPECIFICAPRO-I TIONSFO 
ASSESSMENT ' CEDURES TEST AND IUSER 
OF AVAILABLE EVALUATION 
I SYSTEMCROP


IDENTIFICATION


TECHNOLOGY ENERAL


: !LACIE R&D 
I 
,LACIE4 
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PLENARY PRESENTATION. NO. 4 
WHEAT AND ITS GROWING CONDITIONS IN LACIE STUDY AREAS 
D.Thompson, JSC 
pAGELC INTENTIONAaLY BLANK 
61t 
tarn i~ Ssmc 
National Aeronautics and Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center 
Space Admminstration Hcuslon Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-16460 
TYPES OF WHEAT, THEIR MARKET CLASSES 
AND 
 
GROWTH HABIT 
 
WINTER 
 
SPRING 
(SPRING 
PLANTED) 
 
SPRING 
(WINTER 
 
PLANTING) 
CLIMATIC CONDITIONS


MAJOR MARKET 
CLASSES (U.S.) 
HARD RED WINTER 
SOFT RED WINTER 
WHITE 
HARD RED SPRING 
DURUM 
 
DURUM 
 
WHITE 
SOFT RED 
52 
GENERAL


CLIMATIC


CONDITIONS


SEMIARID -
COLD WINTERS 
HUMID - MILD TO 
COLD WINTERS 
ARID TO SEMIARID -

MILD WINTERS


SEMIARID - VERY 
COLD WINTERS 
SEMIARID - VERY 
COLD WINTERS


ARID (OFTEN IRRI-

GATED) - MILD


WINTERS


ARID TO HUMID -
MILD WINTERS 
ARID TO HUMID -
MILD WINTERS 
NASA-S-78-16469 
WHEAT GROWING SEASON FOR SELECTED COUNTRIES


COUNTRY JAN FEB MAR APR IMAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC 
NEW ZEALAND milbl n' 
INDIA m i immimmeI --
PAKISTAN Blin imiUiiU -
EGYPT i-mili• liemi -
ALGERIA ncmimiM1 n 
PRC (WIN.) Im lol I IE I l I 
TURKEY mi Milmlmll 
U.S. (WIN.) mill ii lill 
U.S.S.R. (WIN.) *i~mmii --
PRC (SPR) -­ minimi 
U.S. (SPR) mml imi mil 
U.S.S.R. (SPR) n mini miun 
CANADA mBmimimI 
SOUTH AFRICA MINI ml1 
ARGENTINA mmai InL min 
AUSTRALIA MII - -llin 
BRAZIL Ii 
LEGEND: i PLANTING mIHARVESTING ] illi 
53


National Aeronautics and Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center 
Spe Administration H',uslon Texa 77058 
WINTER WHEAT 
SPRING WHEAT 
soli PREP HARVEST 
54


S 18 104 9 0


vp, 
unse 
WINTER WHEAT 
FULL LANDSAT 
FRAME,


JUNE 12, 1976


LACIE SEGMENT


1021 
SHERMAN,


KANSAS


ti 
National Aeronautics and Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

Space Administration Houston Tex,, 77058
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II 
Aeronautics and 	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space CenterFNational 
! trsn Tpxais 77058S A Spice Admintstralon 
S 	 S
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National Aeronautics and Lyndon B. Johnson Space CenterN A S ixwcAdImiistratinn I 1(t~tn Teo'i 77058
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i 
INattonat Aeronautics and Lyndon B. Johnson Spece Center 
gFSpte Houiston Texas 77058
Admirmirition 
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National Aeronautics and Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center 
Space Administration Houslon Texas 77058 
National Aeronautics and Lyndon B.Johnson Space Center 

I J O A Soace Administration Houston Texas 77058 

A 61
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NASA-S-78-16452


MANAGEMENT PRACTICES


62


8 NASA S-78-16466 
CROPPING


PRACTICE


APR 1197 
WHEAT 
63o 
National Aeronautics and Lyndon B. Johnson Spae CenterSpace Administration Houston Texas 77058
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*ioI
 

65 
Sr A 
66J 
National Aeronautics and 	 Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center 
Houston Texas 77058Sixice AdmnistrationNASA 
mr


67


67


National Aeronautics and Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center 
Amrinit ration Houston Texas 77058
N S rA 
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N A S A 
National Aeronautics and 
Spacp Administration 
LYndon B. Johnwn Spwe Center 
Houston Texas 77058 
NASA - -78­ 16800 
MAJOR WHEAT-PRODUCING REGIONS 
CONSIDERED IN LACIE 
A*d 
AV, 
# 
sit, 
Iowa 
L 
jjj 
'Us mail --­ qvww 
MAN" 
wine A 
.. 4


S rp 
70


NASA-S-78-16471


U.Sm 
xt 
,V1 
7­
41 
4" 
1 
WINTER 
WHEAT 'eta' 
Aj*"­1, dp 
14. 
-t. -'Jw 
MAY 14, 1978 
7 
Nj 
4 AA-
A.- V ' 
IN 
A4 ve 
National Aeronautics and Lyndion B. Johnson Space Center 
SnSAqpr. Iraflit Hoicton Texas 77058Adm r t 
72


CONTE WIT OVES 2000 ACE


73


NASA-S-78-16458


ik 
if 
A*,44 1A 
U.S. 
SPRING 
hl 
I *toiiICm 
WHEAT 
4, 111...oil 
SEPT 20, 1976 
-it 
qi4,r 
'4 
tof' r 
National Aeronautics and Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center 

I W% IA Spa(a? Adrinittration Housto lex-s 77058 
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NASA-S- 78-16440 
MAJOR WHEAT PRODUCING REGIONS OF U.S.S.R.


N 
WINTER WHEAT 
WINTER/SPRINGWH AT MIXED 
SPRING WHEAT CASPIAN 
SEA 
76


Irk 
U.S.S. .Ile 
WHA 
WINT77 
Nationai Aeronautics and Lyfldon B. Johnson Space Center

Space Admni ,stralion n W; 8

78


f J 3 'Natonal Aeronaucs and Lynon . Johnslon SpceCene 
Space Admin~slraton Hou, on Texas 77058

79i 
79r


A Nafional Aeronautics anc Lyndon B. Johnson Spae Center 
80


National Aeronautics and Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

Soace Administration HOUSton Texas 77058

81


National Aeronaules an Lyndon B.Johnson Space Center 

N A)fl Adn ..... j 7 
lrtrfvm 
82


National Aeronautics and Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center 
'kYAI~aconiIrv on H 7710,"Al 
~NationalJSA(\ Aeronautics ano on Admrntutrisaon Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center 
Houstorl Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-16459 
MAJOR WHEAT-PRODUCING REGIONS OF CANADA 
BRITISH SASKATCH-
COLUMBIAE 
84


NASA-S-78-16461 Il -- MZIXW-
­
;*74.0 
-N 
cr 
0j" 
VMTt. 
CANADA 
SPRING 
WHEAT 4 y lt,,-
W 
ItnfjlAwx 
SEPT 19, 1976 ok 
ZT, 
National Aeronautics and Lyndon B, Johnson Space Center 
770,8Space Adminqtraition 
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NASA-5-78-16M4 
JAMMU AND


KASHMIR


Nj HIMACHAL PRADESH 
RAJASTHANMAJOR WHEAT-
PRODUCING -U,_A MAHAR 
REGIONS EGUJARATMA 
OF INDIA ISSMAHARASHTRA 
KARNATAKA 
8TAMILNDU


87


(Sr 
880 
IAAS7-64 
INI3HA 
89w 
NASA-S-78-16439 
MAJOR WHEAT-PRODUCING REGIONS
F 
PEOPLES REPUBLIC OF CHINA


U.S.S.R.MONGOLIA 
SURMAWINTER WHEAT


LAOS "E SPRING WHEAT


90


CHN 
WHE91 
I 
Natona Aeonatic an Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center 

W SI~Iwt % tdminr ut r8 <on / FHOLIston Texas 770. 8 
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NASA- 8-78-16462


NO


CHINA In-
WHEAT 
SMALL


FIELDS


OCT 301 1975 
4 !Ue 
V 
/National 
 Aeronautics and Lyndon B. Johnson Spc. Center

SApace Administration Inuj,;tnfi TexaR 77058
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Lyrlon B.Johnson Space Center National Aeronautics and Houslon Texas 77058 
Snaco Adminislration 
NASA-S-78-16456 
MAJOR 
REGIONSWHEAT-PRODUCING 
OF ARGENTINA 
ARGENTINA 
95


NASA --78 -64 96 
National Aeronautics and Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center

SpAc(' Administrat on Hlouton ToTxas 77158

I'


097


97

JUJ' \ Natronal Aeronautics an(oN A S A: AJ r ;rtfr LyrxdOn B. Johnson SPace Center 
NASA-S- 78-16443

MAJOR WHEAT-PRODUCING REGIONS OF BRAZIL


BRAZIL 
*WHEAT 
98


NASA- S-18-16480


BRAZIL


WHEAT


MAR 13, 1973 
Ar. 
ell 
AF00


M'J 100

Lyndon B. Johnson Space CenterNational Aeronautics and 
Space Administration Hot> ton Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-164 57 
MAJOR WHEAT-PRODUCING REGIONS OF AUSTRALIA 
V. 
QUEENSLAND 
WESTERN AUSTRALIA 
SOUTH AUSTRALIA


NEW
SOUTH 
WALES 
101


Pj~ \ N atonai Aeronautcs and Lyndon . Johnson Sipace Cene 
NASA S- 78-164­
102


410 
tit 
NASA-S-78-16483 
 
51r1lo 
11 3 
"At 
Ong 
zil 
AUSTRALIA 
WHEAT 
NOV 309 1976 

r


--
AEA~ A National Aeronautics and Lyrdon B, Johnron Space Center 

M A S 1 Space Administration Houston Texas 77058 

In 
105


National Aeronautics and 	 Lyndon B Johnson Space Center 
Houston Texas 77058Space Administration 
NASA-S-78-16827 
LACIE TECHNICAL APPROACH


1AGL/Q 9JNTENTIOALY BIAL 
109 
NASA-S-78-16820 	 LACIE 
OBJECTIVES 
* DEMONSTRATE AN IMPORTANT APPLICATION 
OF REPETITIVE MULTISPECTRAL REMOTE 
SENSING FROM SPACE 
* 	 TEST THE CAPABILITY OF LANDSAT, TOGETHER 
WITH CLIMATOLOGICAL, METEOROLOGICAL, 
AND CONVENTIONAL DATA SOURCES, TO 
ESTIMATE THE PRODUCTION OF AN IMPORT-
ANT WORLD CROP 
• 	 VALIDATE TECHNOLOGY TO PROVIDE USEFUL 
ESTIMATES OF CROP PRODUCTION 
110 
NASA-S-78-16819


LACIE PERFORMANCE GOALS


* ACCURACY 
" 	WITHIN 10 PERCENT OF "TRUE" PRODUCTION 
90 PERCENT OF THE TIME AT HARVEST (90/90) 
" COUNTRY LEVEL 
* DETERMINE ACCURACY OF EARLY ESTIMATES


* TIMELINESS 
* 	 DATA AVAILABLE FOR ANALYSIS 14 DAYS AFTER 
ACQUISITION BY LANDSAT 
111


lU A A National Aeronautics and Lyndon B Johnson Space Center

V l IA Space Administration Houston Texas 77058 

toAUS 
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Lyndon B Johnson Space CenterA SA National Aeronautics and 
f'IJSpace Administration Houston, Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-16802 
TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

COMPARISON 
DOMESTIC FOREIGN 
LANDSAT 
IA% 
LCOMMODITY 
REPORTS 
AREA PRODUCTION ACCURACY 
MEASUREMENT ASSESSMENT 
WIVIO FIELD DATA 
SAMPLING UFROM 
AND 0US 
AGGREGATION 
STRATEGY 
YIELD ESTIMATION 

113 
Lyndon B Johnson Space CenterNational Aeronauticsand Houston, Texas 77058I J ISA Space Administration 
NASA-S-78-16804 
TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION


I 
COMPARISON 
DOMESTIC FOREIGN 
LANDSAT 
:COMMODITY 
REPORTS 
AREA PRODUCTION ACCURACY 
ASSESSMENT0%MEASUREMENT 
WMO. 
FIELD DATASAMPLING UFROM 
AGGREGATION "-FROM


STRATEGY


YIELD ESTIMATION


114 
U A A National Aeronautics and Lyndon B Johnson Space Center 
f j Z i Space Administration Houston Texas 77058 
SAMPLING AND AGGREGATION STRATEGY 
FOR PRODUCTION YIELD 
NASA--7816807 
AREA COUNTRY 
SEGMENT METEOROLOGICAL 
WHEAT ESTIMATE OF AREA, STATIONS 
YIELD, AND PRODUCTIONPROPORTION 
REIO 
REGION ESTIMATE \OF AREA, YIELD, '-
AND PRODUCTION 
"'E IREGION ESTIMATE
". -" l \\OF YIELD 
REGION / 
REGION 
/ ESTIMATES ESTIMATES OF AREA, 
OF AREA YIELD, AND PRODUCTION 
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NASA-S-78-16812 
SAMPLING ERROR 
VERSUS 
NUMBER OF SEGMENTS 
SAMPLING 6 
ERROR, 4 
PERCENT 2 
0 
1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 25000 CENSUS 
NUMBER OF SEGMENTS 
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N National Aeronautics and Lyndon B Johnson Space CenterIA A i Space Administration Houston Texas 77058 
TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION
NASA-S-7-16806 
COMPARISON


DOMESTIC FOREIGN


2 ~.LANDSAT 
COMMODITY


REPORTS


AREA PRODUCTION ACCURACY 
- MEASUREMENT LA ASSESSMENT 
J', -- ...  . '. E .=L _f:- :7 ,: 
jr WMO 
SAMPG FIELD DATAAMN 0 FROM


AGGREGATION US


YIELD ESTIMATION 
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N3A A National Aeronautics and Lyndon B Johnson Space Center 
J IA IA Space Administration Houston Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-16816 
AREA ESTIMATION


ANALYST 
f4• LABELING 
PROPORTION 1( 
ESTIMATE 
COMPUTER 
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National[Aeronautics andLydnBJhsnSaeCtrf1J~S\Space Administration 
Houston Texas 77058 
A 
m4A1 'lm;I
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a National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration Lyndon B Johnson Space CenterHouAton Texas 77058 
NAs-s-8-6821 ANALYST LABELING


WITHOUT GROUND TRUTH


______LANDSAT 
RESPONSE 1 
AII 
LANDSAT TT T 1 T2 
IMAGER % DIGITAL DATA 
GROWTH'-1*CROPSTAGE,, 
*WEATHER


SUMMARY


• CROPPING 
PRACTICES' ,­

*ETC


ANCILLARY DATA 
120 
National Aeronautics and Lyndon B Johnsan Space CenterK NSpace Admnistration Houston Texas 77058 
NASA---k6" WHEAT GROWTH STAGE MODELS 
A A At 
4.5 
5.0 
5.5 
4WNEA 
A 
A= 
HEWHANG 
AL AI"  
A, 
A=SOFT DOUGH 
WINTER WHEAT 
MATURITY RATE = F (DAY LENGTH, MAX TEMP, MIN TEMP) 
121 
I 
NPS A 	 National Aeronautics and 
AoaceS Admnistraton Lyndon B.Johnson Space CenterHouston Texas 77058 
NTECHNICAL 	 IMPLEMENTATION 
COMPARISON


DOMESTIC FOREIGN


LANDSAT 
COMMODITY 
!i REPORTS 
AREA PRODUCTION ACCURACY 
MEASUREMENT ASSESSMENTft 
7 FIELD DATA L SAMPLING 2 FO


AND -.- A 
- U.S.


AGGREGATION *v' 
-
STRATEGY - 4., 
,- YIELD ESTIMATION 1" 
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National Aeronautics and Lyndon B Johnson Space Center 
Space Administration Houston Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-16809 
YIELD - MAJOR FACTORS 
SOIL TECHNOLOGY 
DIFFERS BY REGION * WHEAT -VARIETIES 
AND COUNTRY * IRRIGATION 
* CROPPING PRACTICE 
* FERTILIZERS 
WEATHER 
* SOIL MOISTURE, 
TEMPERATURE
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NASA-S-78-16810 
YIELD - REGRESSION MODEL 
30 
-
CHANGE DUE 
TO WEATHER 
YIELD, 
BUSHELS 
PER 
20 
10 
ACRE 
A 
- -
S : TECHNOLOGY 
TREND 
PRIOR YEAR 
YIELD GIVEN 
AVERAGE 
WEATHER 
0 i I 
1920 1940 
YIELD = CONSTANT + TREND 
1960 
+ WEATHER 
1980 
EFFECT 
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f S A National Aeronautics and Lyndon B Johnson Space Center 
Space Administration Houston Texas 77058D i 
NAS---6817 YIELD ESTIMATION 
MONTHLY 
PRECIPITATION, TEMPERATURE 
MIWINTER 
REGRESSION 
i 
MODEL 
*MIXED 
SPRING YIELD 
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NASA-S-78-16803 
TECHNICAL IMPLEMENTATION


,K,,I COMPARISON 
DOMESTIC IFOREIGN 
LANDSAT 
/-..._.i...j COMMODITY 
-t' REPORTS


AREA PRODUCTION ACCURACY 
MEASUREMENT ASSESSMENT 
SAMPLINGFIELD DATA


AND U.FRO


AGGREGATION U 
STRATEGY A 
_ 
YIELD ESTIMATION 
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5IA National Aeronautics and Lyndon B Johnson Space Center fAiiSpace Administration Houston Texas 77058 
NA8-S-7-1622 ACCURACY ASSESSMENT 
1FIELDS
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PLENARY PRESENTATION NO. 6

RESU LTS 
F Hall, JSC 
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NASA-S-78-16068 LACIE RESULTS


" REVIEW EXPERIMENT


OBJECTIVES 
 VOL % 
 
" REVIEW LACIE STUDY - 4

1 
AREAS Tl 
." ;K
" RESULTS - ACCURACY


AND PERFORMANCE 
" ISSUES REQUIRING 
Al CRAFT AND GROUNDFURTHER ATTENTION I 
PLANTED, APRIL 309 1977 INVENTORY DATE 
AUG 1, 1977 
elk 
U.S.S.R. 
U.S. YARDSTICK 
CANADA 
s 16 TO 30 IN. WHEAT, FOREIGN 
MULTIDATE MACHINE JUNE 23, 1977 EXPLORATORY 
CLASSIFICATION REGIONS 
GREEN - SMALL GRAINS 
!';ASA 	 11975 11976 11977 11978 
LACIE STUDY AREAS 
PHASE I 
AREAb Ul LAC E 
" 	 SYS DEVEL 
 Nina, A'sor A It ANALYSIS


" INITIAL EVAL &Rzmm

 WHEATU.S. 	 "Milan, ANN 116000*40 
EXPLORATORY
YARDSTICK 1111SUMS JME&Jiliffiffil tJJP 700 SEG STUDY AREAS 
2,000 ACO 
OrdPHASE 11 
" 	TECH MOD


" 	EXPANDED EVAL -

U.S.S.R. 	 INDICATOR


REGIONS 
 1,700 SEG
CANADA 
 9,000 ACO 
f4r4V 
f 
PHASE III 
ANARML ow 1WHOF 	 AiASU 
" NEW TECH 4p3lmml 
" TOTAL COUNTRY U.S.S.R. WHEAT UNMEW not mmww;01 421 UNSIM A8OL.JlIlXffmZm JMF 
" CANADIAN GROUND-TRUTH VILIMMUS112151 3,000 SEG
TEST SITES 18,000 ACO 
NASA-S-78-16067 LACIE 1977 U.S.S.R. FORECASTS


TOTAL WHEAT


"~ "- 115 
 
* OFFICIAL U.S.S.R. 
"" 
 LACIE IN-SEASON RELEASES 
-
LACIE RECOMPUTED110 0. ESTIMATES 
' ° ,-'-, 
 FAS "-
-

" 406'< 105


ESTIMATE, %F 
-MILLION-., 1


METRIC TONWr' 0 0


7.6 97.2 FINAL95 9 
ARALk93a 
SE .239.*9 
U FINAL LACIIE 
JUL AG SEP OCT. NOV FINALCASPIAN JAN-FEB 
SEA4 
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NASA-S-78-16410 
LACIE 1977 U.S.S.R. WHEAT FORECASTS


" INITIAL LACIE WINTER WHEAT FORECASTS (MAY-JUNE)


WERE FOR NEAR-RECORD SOVIET CROP


* 22-PERCENT INCREASE IN SOVIET HECTARAGE FROM 1976 
* 11 	 PERCENT ABOVE AVERAGE YIELD FORECAST 
* GIVEN AVERAGE SOVIET SPRING WHEAT CROP TOTAL WHEAT 
PRODUCTION WOULD BE NEAR RECORD 
" INITIAL LACIE SPRING WHEAT FORECAST FOR DISASTROUS 
SPRING WHEAT CROP - 28 PERCENT SHORTFALL 
* 12.5 PERCENT BELOW AVERAGE YIELD 
* 9.0 PERCENT DECREASE IN HECTARAGE 
* 	 INITIAL LACIE FORECASTS OF WINTER AND SPRING WHEAT 
HECTARAGE, YIELD, AND PRODUCTION TURNED OUT TO 
BE VERY CLOSE TO U.S.S.R. OFFICIAL POSTHARVEST 
FIGURES 
135


NASA-S-78-16411


LACIE 1977 U.S.S.R. WHEAT FORECASTS


" INITIAL 1977 LACIE AUGUST FORECAST FOR U.S.S.R. 
WHEAT 
* 11 PERCENT BELOW MOST RECENT FASJULY


FORECAST


* 	 6 PERCENT ABOVE FINAL SOVIET FEBRUARY


FIGURES


* FINAL LACIE U.S.S.R. WHEAT JANUARY ESTIMATE 
1.0 PERCENT BELOW U.S.S.R. FIGURE 
* 	 RECOMPUTED LACIE ESTIMATES TO WITHIN 3 PERCENT 
OF U.S.S.R. FIGURE 
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LACIE 1977 U.S.S.R. FORECASTSNASA-S-78-16065 
WINTER AND SPRING WHEAT

70 - LACIE WINTER WHEAT

60­

50 OFFICIAL U.S.S.R.* 
40 AVERAGE 1971 - 76 
30 -
M J J A S 0 N..FNLt.--LACIE SPRING WHEAT 
-60 
CIIN-SEAS so ,SE S 6 AVERAGE 1971 -76 
EEASE OFFICIAL U.S.S.R.-. 
LIE RECOMPUED -
N- E"TIMATES 30 T-
M J J A S 0 N FNL4 
CASPIAN 
SEA1 
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NASA-S-78-16407 
U.S.S.R. WHEAT AND TOTAL GRAINS


PRODUCTION FOR THE YEARS


1971 THROUGH 1976


GRAINS, RATIO WHEAT TO 
YEAR WHEAT, MMT MMT TOTAL GRAINS 
WINTER SPRING TOTAL PERCENT 
1971 47787 50973 98790 181 175 54.5


1972 29380 56613 85993 168238 51.1


1973 49435 60349 109784 222530 49.3


1974 44698 39215 83913 195708 42.9


1975 36651 29573 66224 140118 47.2


1976 44594 52288 96882 223755 43.3


AVG 42091 48166 90264 188587 47.9
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NASA S 78-16419 
LACIE 1977 U.S.S.R. WHEAT


RECOMPUTED ESTIMATES


* 	 FOR 20 PERCENT OF THE U.S.S.R. WINTER WHEAT 
SEGMENTS CONTAINING SIGNIFICANT AMOUNTS 
OF SPRING SMALL GRAINS HECTARAGE, SPRING 
SMALL GRAINS COULD NOT BE SEPARATED 

FROM WINTER SMALL GRAINS WITHOUT MARCH 

AND APRIL LANDSAT DATA 

SPRING GRAINS 
I 	 -

WINTER GRAINSI

DEC I JAN I FEB I MAR I APRIL IMAY IJUNE I JUL7 AUGUST
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NASA-S-78-16412


LACIE 1977 U.S.S.R. WHEAT


RECOMPUTED ESTIMATES


* 	 RECOMPUTED ESTIMATES FOR TOTAL WHEAT 
DECREASED BY ABOUT 7 PERCENT FROM 
IN-SEASON FORECASTS 
* 	 NO SIGNIFICANT EFFECT ON SPRING WHEAT 
PRODUCTION FORECASTS 
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NASA-S-78-16415 
LACIE 1977 U.S.S.R.


SPRING WHEAT FORECASTS


0 1977 U.S.S.R. CONDITIONS UNFAVORABLE FOR 
SPRING WHEAT 
* MAY AND JUNE MONTHLY TEMPERATURES 
ABOVE AVERAGE


• 	 MAY AND JUNE MONTHLY PRECIPITATION 
BELOW AVERAGE 
• 	 COMBINATION LED TO BELOW-AVERAGE 
SUPPLY OF MOISTURE 
141 
PSA National Aeronautics and Lyndon B Johnson Space Center 
IJ Space Administration Flouslon Texag 77058 
NASA-S-78 16424 
U.S.S.R. SPRING WHEAT REGION 
PERCENT OF NORMAL FOR 
MAY - JUNE AIR TEMPERATURE 
CSPIAN (MONTHLY AVERAGE, 0C) 
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n e National Aeronautics and Lyndon B Johnson Space Center jU O A Srace Administration Houston Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-16421 
U.S.S.R. SPRING WHEAT REGION 
CASPIAN 
EA

PERCENT -OFNORMAL FOR 
MAY - JUNE MONTHLY 
IPRECIPITATION (MILLIMETERS) 
143

I 
National Aeronautics and Lyndon B Johnson Space Center 
AJ Space Administration Houston Texas 77058 
NASA S 78 16422 
U.S.S.R. SPRING WHEAT REGION 
RA PERCENT DEVIATIONS 
FROM NORMAL MAY - JUNE 
MONTHLY PRECIPITATION 
MINUS POTENTIAL 
EVAPOTRANSPIRATION 
CASPIAN (PET) (MILLIMETERS) 
SEA1 
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NASA-S-78-16413 
LACIE 1977 U.S.S.R.


SPRING WHEAT FORECASTS


* 	 LACIE YIELD MODELS FORECAST SIGNIFICANT YIELD 
REDUCTIONS IN THE DROUGHT-AFFECTED REGIONS 
* 	 YIELD MODEL FORECASTS WERE CORROBORATED BY 
DROUGHT EFFECTS SEEN IN LANDSAT DATA 
* LACIE FORECASTS WERE FOR ABOVE-AVERAGE CROP 
IN UNAFFECTED NORTHERN REGIONS 
* ESTIMATED TOTAL WHEAT HECTARAGE IN EACH CROP 
REGION MUST BE COMBINED WITH YIELD FORECAST 
TO ASSESS TOTAL IMPACT ON PRODUCTION 
145 
NASA-S-78-16423 
U.S.S.R. SPRING WHEAT REGION 
FROM TREND YIELDS 
CASPIAN (QUINTALS PER HECTARE) 
1EA4 
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National Aeronautics and Lyndon S. Johnson Spac CenterW SI Space Administration HoU'ton Texn s 77058 
NASA-S-78-16400 
U.S.S.R. STRESSED VEGETATION 
M AREA OF STRESSED VEG-
ETATION INDICATED BYGREEN INDEX NUMBER 
M(GIN) AS OF JULY, 1977 
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mu *


%AAS 8162 NRA 
19148


f%3A National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration Lyndon B.Johnson Space CenterHouston Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-16116 
0 
90/90 CRITERION 
TO BE WITHIN 
±10 PERCENT 
-
0 
OF TRUE 0 
9 YEARS OF 10 
20 PERCENT 
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NASA-S-78-16108


LACIE ACCURACY PARAMETERS


* 	 RELATIVE BIAS = AVERAGE DEVIATION FROM 
TRUE, PERCENT 
* 	 RELATIVE DIFFERENCE = OBSERVED DEVIATION FROM 
TRUE, PERCENT - 1 YEAR 
" 	 COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION = CHARACTERISTIC WIDTH OF 
SCATTER, PERCENT 
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(J/'5A National Aeronautics and Lyndon B Johnson Space Center 
Space Administration Houston Texas 77058 
NASAS 78 16124 BIAS AND COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION 
0 
0 0 O 
0


10 PERCENT 00 10 PERCENT


00


10 PERCENT 
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NASA S 78 16071 
VALUES OF RELATIVE BIAS (RB) AND COEFFICIENT


OF VARIATION (CV) THAT SUPPORT 90/90


CV (P)


.06 90/90 PERFORMANCE

.05


-. 12 -. 10 -.08 -.06 -. 04 !-.02 .00 .02 .04 .06 .08 .10 
-A 
RB (P) 
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ANational Aeronautics and 
NSpace Admronaticn Lyndon B Johnson Space CenterHouston Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-16402 
U.S.S.R. TOTAL WHEAT - 1977


SAREA, MILLION YIELD, PRODUCTION,
HECTARES qi/ha MMT 
FINAL (FEB 1978) 
U.S.S.R. j 62.0 j 14.8 92.0 
AUGUST


LAdIE 61.0 14.9 90.9 
RD,PERCENT -1.6 0.7 -1.2 
CV,PERCENT ^2.6 - _,4.3 
SEPTEMBER 
LACIE I62.6 14.9 93.1 
RD,PERCENT 1.0 0.0 1.2 
CV,PERCENT 1.9 - 3.9 
OCTOBER


LAClE 64.2 14.6 93.5


RD,PERCENT 3.4 -2.1 1.6


CV; PERCENT 1.8 - 3.8


FINAL


LAClE 62.9 14.5 91.4 
RD,PERCENT 1.4 -2.1 -0.6 
CV,PERCENT 1.8. 3.8 
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NASA-S-78-16429 LACIE PHASE I[ RESULTS 
U.S.S.R. INDICATOR REGIONS 
LAClE U.S.S'R. INDICATOR REGION ESTIMATES-1976 
AREA, MILLION YI ELD, PRODUCTION, 
HECTARES -'qIha MMT 
USDA " & 28.4 17.8 50.5 
EAR LY<.SEASON -
LACIE. / 24,2 1 . ,-42.1 
RD, PERCENT 18.0 2.2. -20.0 
CV, PERCEN T ;"10.4 
_______MI2gSEASONg 
L bI-  28.-4-v 16.7 - 47.5 
, R E. 6.2 - -6.3 
CV PERC-E T I A6"' 6.2 10.4 
"-KI TWkAT-HARVEST r­
LAC'Lf '>33.3 ~ 16.5 55.0RD PERC NT 14.7 -7.9 8.2 
cv, T 5.6-- 6.8 9.3 
S156 
NASA-S-78-16104 
AT-HARVEST COMPARISON OF LACIE AND USDA


1976 CANADIAN WHEAT ESTIMATES


AREA, 
MILLIONSOF 
ACRES 
YIELD, 
BUSHELS/ACRE 
PRODUCTION, 
MILLIONSOF 
BUSHELS 
USDA 26.8 31.1 834 
LACI E 20.8 27.7 576 
RD, PERCENT -29.0 -12.0 -57.0


CV, PERCENT 3.0 3.0 5.0
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NASA-S-78-161 10


LACIE 1976 CANADIAN


SPRING WHEAT FORECASTS


* 	 1976 LACIE PHASE 11 TESTS OF TECHNOLOGY FOR 
CANADIAN SPRING WHEAT INDICATED NEED TO 
IMPROVE TECHNOLOGY 
* 	 U.S. YARDSTICK HARD RED SPRING WHEAT TEST 
RESULTS WERE INDICATING PROBLEMS OF 
SIMILAR MAGNITUDE 
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NASA-S-78-16099 
AT-HARVEST COMPARISON OF LACIE 
 
1976 U.S. HARD RED SPRING WHEAT 
 
AREA, YIELD, 
MILLIONSOF BUSHELS/ACRE 
ACRES 
USDA 19.8 25.3 
LACI E 15.6 26.3 
RD, PERCENT -26.9 3.8 
AND USDA


ESTIMATES


PRODUCTION,


MILLIONSOF


BUSHELS


501.1


409.9


-22.2
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NASA-S-78-161 11


LACIE 1976 CANADIAN


SPRING WHEAT FORECASTS


* 	 EXTENSIVE INVESTIGATIONS IN U.S. YARDSTICK HARD 
RED SPRING WHEAT AREA PROVIDED INSIGHT INTO 
CANADIAN PROBLEMS 
" SMALL FIELDS/STRIP FALLOW 
* CONFUSION BETWEEN SPRING BARLEY, SPRING WHEAT 
* NO SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS IN U.S.S.R. 
* LARGER FIELDS 
o FEWER PROBLEMS WITH CONFUSION CROPS 
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P I~ ~f'National Aeronautics and Lyndon B.Johnson Space Center 
N SSpace Administration Houston Texas 77058

A S A 
sw160 
INational Aeronautics and Lyndon B. Johnson Spice CenterSpace Administration Hot ion Texas 77058

161
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NASA-S-78-16426


, 110i 
R. 
KOKCHETAV,


U.S.S.R.


Ito 
NASA-S-78-16118


LACIE U.S. YARDSTICK RESULTS


" FINDINGS IN THE U.S. YARDSTICK REGION 
SUBSTANTIATED FINDINGS IN THE U.S.S.R. 
AND CANADA 
* 	 THROUGH COMPARISON WITH GROUND-ACQUIRED 
DATA, AN UNDERSTANDING OF THE MAJOR 
AGRICULTURAL AND WEATHER FACTORS 
THAT AFFECT LACIE PERFORMANCE WAS 
GAINED 
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NASA-S 78-16113


LACIE U.S. YARDSTICK RESULTS


* U.S. WINTER WHEAT 
* 	 THREE YEARS OF U.S. RESULTS INDICATE THAT LACIE 
ACCURACIES FOR U.S. HARD RED WINTER WHEAT 
SUPPORT USDA PERFORMANCE GOALS 
- ACCURACIES SUPPORT 90/90 AT-HARVEST GOAL 
- IN PHASESHI AND I][[, ACCURACIES SUPPORT 1.5 MONTHS 
PREHARVEST 
* U.S. SPRING WHEAT 
* 	 PHASE 11E IMPROVEMENTS TO LANDSAT ANALYSIS PRO-
CEDURES (PROCEDURE 1) SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCED 
PHASE H SPRING WHEAT ACREAGE UNDERESTIMATE 
165 
NASA S 78 16166 
MONTHLY COMPARISON OF LACIE AND SRS ESTIMATES


SEVEN-STATE WINTER WHEAT


PHASE II1


50 
AREA, 40 37.40 31.79 34.90 33.82 
M mm = = = . . . .. ..
 
. . . . .==. . . .=. = = = = = 
 = = 
= ..= = =
MILLIONS 30 21.45 30.82 32.39 32.28 
OF ACRES 20 
10 
40 
YIELD, 30 25.7 28.2 ............. 27.8 27.7 
,.......... .. .
BUSHELS/ACRES ................. . ................... 25.5 25.6 
20 22.5 
10 
1250 
1000 840.897......... 901 ,895
.840  ,,,, ....
.............  

PRODUCTION, 750"787 867 866 
787MILLIONS 750 -
OF BUSHELS 500 551 ......... SRS 
-LACIE 
250 Di JI FIMIAIMI JI J AI SOINID 
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NASA S 78 16167 
MONTHLY COMPARISON OF LACIE AND SRS ESTIMATES


SEVEN-STATE WINTER WHEAT


PHASE I


60.......... SRS


-AREA, LACIE 
037.6MILLIONS O.S.......................................... ...... 31.7
OF ACRES 29.4 31.4 
29.428.020 
40 
YIELD, 30 26.5 26.9 27.0 
BUSHELS/ACRE 20.9 ... 6 26.7 26.9 
. 25.620 .................................. 
 
10


0784 753 ...... ................................... .. ....
PRO DUCTIO N, 10 843 8561000 7826 
MILLIONS 750 ........ ... 766 790 794
741OF BUSHELS 
 
500 DI J FIMIAIMI J J IAI S10 N
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30 
NASA S 78 16131 LACIE U.S. YARDSTICK RESULTS


MONTHLY COMPARISON OF LACIE AND USDA ESTIMATES


PHASE Il AND PHASE l


FOUR-STATE SPRING WHEAT 
19.5 19.8 MINNESOTA


AREA, 20 ....................... ..... . MONTANA


MILLIONS 13.2 NORTH DAKOTA 
OF ACRES 10 - ......... SRS SOUTH DAKOTA 
- LACIE 
o J J AISlO N ID 
LACIE PHASE I1 
AREA ESTIMATES 
40 
30 
AREA, 
MILLIONS 20 17.2 17.0 
OF ACRES 1-04.6 16.0" 15.6 
10 	 . ....... SRS 
-
LACIE° J IJ IA IS O 	 NI 
LACIE PHASE iMI 
AREA ESTIMATES 
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NASA S 7816130 LACIE U.S. YARDSTICK RESULTS

MONTHLY COMPARISONS OF LACIE AND USDA ESTIMATES

OF U.S. YARDSTICK WHEAT AREA

60 50.9 51.5 
AREA, 
MILLIONSOF ACRES 
30 
15 
0 
.................................................. 
450 44.8 45.0 
........ SRS 
LACIE

J-]- ]A ISO101N ID

LACIE PHASE 11 
AREA ESTIMATES 
AREA, 
MILLIONS 
OF ACRES 
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U.S. GREAT PLAINS 
COLORADO MONTANA 
ANA 
 NORTH DAKOTAKANSAS 
NEBRASKA SOUTH DAKOTA 
OKLAHOMA MINNESOTA 
TEXAS


60 
50.0 49.6..... 
49.2 49.1 49.2 
4 
20 SRS 
-LACIE 
10JIJ A ISO11N ID 
LACIE PHASE 11 
AREA ESTIMATES 
SA ,National Aeronautics and Lyndon B Johnson Space Center Space Administration Houston Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-16126 LACIE U.S. BLIND-SITE COMPARISONS 
WINTER WHEAT SPRING WHEAT30 1 1 1 1, I IT 30 1 1 1 1 1 1 
20 USSGP 20 USNGP 
10 o
-10L 0'1o~ - -10 0
0 0 r G PHASEII1 
-20 - - -20 ­
-30 1 1 1 1 1 P -30 1 1 1 1 1 1 
LACIE ESTIMATED 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
GROUND OBSERVED 50 50 
WHEAT AREA 
PERCENTAGE


25 - 25Q 
0 0 PHASE110 o 
-250 0
-25 
 
0


-50 1 -50 I i 
0 20 40 60 80 0 20 40 60 80 
GROUND-OBSERVED WHEAT AREA PERCENTAGE 
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NASA S 7816132 LACIE U.S. YARDSTICK RESULTS 
MONTHLY COMPARISONS OF LACIE AND USDA ESTIMATES


PHASE 1[ AND PHASE IR


2000 U.S. GREAT PLAINS 
1500 - 1261 1350 1357 COLORADO MONTANA1500 126= ......... . .. ...... . ................. C L R DM  T  
PROD., ........ 
NORTH DAKOTAMILLIONS 1000 1146 1198 1204 KANSAS 
OF NEBRASKA SOUTH DAKOTA 500 - ......... SRS OKLAHOMA MINNESOTA
BUSHELS 500i 
S- LACIE TEXAS 
J J A I S 1-0 N D 
LACIE PHASE I 
PRODUCTION ESTIMATES 2000 
1500 1384 1356 
... ..........................
.......
PRO D, 
MILLIONS 1000 1270 1223 1232 
OFBUSHELS 500 
......... SRS


- LACIE 
olJJ IA ISO11N ID 
LACIE PHASE IT 
PRODUCTION ESTIMATES 
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NASAS-78-16117 LACIE U.S. YARDSTICK RESULTS


U.S. YIELD ESTIMATES 
40 
U.S. GREAT PLAINS 
30 -24.8 26 .... 26.7 COLORADO MONTANA 
20 
......... 9 26.4 KANSAS NORTH DAKOTA 
YIELD, NEBRASKA SOUTH DAKOTA 
BU/ACRE OKLAHOMA MINNESOTA 
10........... SRS TEXAS 
-LACIE 
0J J AIS OINID 
LACIE PHASE I 
YIELD ESTIMATES 60 
....... SRS 
- -40 LACIE 
YIELD, 28.0 27.5 
BU/ACRE 
20 25.4 24.9 
0o IJIAIS ON D


LACIE PHASE 1M 
YIELD ESTIMATES 
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SI A A National Aeronautics and Lyndon B Johnson Space Center 
I I S I Space Administration Houston Texas 77058 
NASA S 78 16101 
LACIE U.S. YARDSTICK RESULTS 
LACIE U.S. YIELD MODEL TEST 
 RESULTS


FOR 10-YEAR 
 PERIOD


LACIE

SRS, 
 ESTIMATE, 
 WITHIN 
YEAR BU/ACRE 
 BU/ACRE 
 ERROR TOLERANCE? 
1967 21.6 22.5 +0.9 1 YES 
1968 26.0 24.6 -1.4 1 YES 
1969 28.4 29.4 +1.0 1 YES 
1970 28.2 26.6 -1.6 1 YES 
1971 30.8 27.9 -2.9 0 NO 
1972 29.3 29.1 -0.2 1 YES 
1973 30.8 30.6 -0.2 1 YES 
1974 23.8 28.4 +4.6 0 NO 
1975 26.8 27.3 +0.5 1 YES 
1976 26.4 27.1 +0.7 1 YES 
1977* 27.5 24.9 -2.6 
MEAN ERROR = -0.1 BU/ACRE 
RMSE = 1.90 BU/ACRE
*PHASE ir RESULTS 
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N Ia~ a Ntoa eoatc n Lyndon B Johnson Space Center 
National Aeronautics and


Space Administration 
 Houston Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-16420 
TIME SERIES OF HISTORICAL


U.S.S.R. SPRING WHEAT YIELDS


14


12 -0 11.8 - TREND BY BEST 
0 10.6 - TREND BY LACIE1 0 MODELS 
YIELD, G.00 9.7 - U.S.S.R. REPORTED 
qllha YIELD 
8 - LACIE FINAL YIELDK8.8 
/i


6 0! 
4


1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980


YEAR 
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NASA-S-78-16119 
LACIE U.S. YARDSTICK RESULTS


CROP DEVELOPMENT MODEL RESULTS


* 	 COMPARISONS OF GROUND-OBSERVED DATES AND MODEL-
PREDICTED DATES FOR WHEAT HEADING IN 18 U.S. AND 
11 CANADIAN TEST SITES AGREED TO WITHIN ±10 DAYS 
* ±7 	 TO 10 DAYS, U.S. WINTER AND SPRING WHEAT 
* ±5 	 DAYS, CANADIAN SPRING WHEAT 
* ±15 DAYS AGREEMENT WITH AVERAGE DATE 
* MODELS WERE NOT AS ACCURATE IN DROUGHT-AFFECTED 
SEGMENTS; CROP DEVELOPED AT A FASTER RATE THAN 
PREDICTED 
* 	 MODELS APPEARED NOT TO WORK FOR CERTAIN DWARF 
OR INTERMEDIATE WHEAT VARIETIES FOUND AT MORE 
SOUTHERLY LATITUDES 
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NASA-S-78-16114 
LACIE FOREIGN EXPLORATORY


INVESTIGATIONS RESULTS


* 	 CURRENT ACREAGE ESTIMATION TECHNOLOGY BELIEVED 
APPLICABLE IN AUSTRALIA, ARGENTINA, AND BRAZIL 
* 	 IMPROVED ACREAGE TECHNOLOGY MAY BE NEEDED TO 
ESTIMATE SMALL-FIELDS REGIONS IN CHINA AND INDIA 
" YIELD MODELS APPEAR TO WORK ADEQUATELY IN AUSTRA-
LIA AND INDIA 
" MODELS LESS DEPENDENT ON HISTORICAL DATA REQUIRED 
FOR CHINA, ARGENTINA, AND BRAZIL 
" 	 CROP DEVELOPMENT STAGE MODELS APPEAR NOT TO WORK 
FOR THE SEMIDWARF AND INTERMEDIATE WHEAT VARI-
ETIES GROWN AT SOUTHERN LATITUDES 
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NASA-S-78-16120 
LACIE SYSTEMS PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS


* 	 LACI E EXPERIENCE WILL SUPPORT OPERATIONAL SYSTEM 
DESIGN TO PERMIT 14-DAY TURNAROUND FROM LANDSAT 
ACQUISITION TO ANALYSIS COMPLETION 
* 2000 PHASE I ACQUISITIONS 
* 9000 PHASE I[ ACQUISITIONS 
* 18 	 000 PHASE ]][ ACQUISITIONS 
* 	 ANALYST CONTACT TIME FOR SEGMENT ANALYSIS REDUCED 
FROM 12 HOURS IN PHASE ITO 3 HOURS IN PHASE III-
SIGNIFICANT FURTHER REDUCTIONS APPEAR POSSIBLE 
* 	 MACHINE-PROCESSING TIME REDUCED FROM HOURS PER 
SEGMENT IN PHASE ITO MINUTES PER SEGMENT IN PHASE DIT 
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NASA-S-78-16121 
TECHNICAL ISSUES


" REDUCE NEED FOR RATIO MODELS THROUGH DIRECT 
OBSERVATION OF LANDSAT DATA 
* DEVELOP YIELD MODELS REQUIRING LESS HISTORICAL


DATA, WITH INCREASED WEATHER SENSITIVITY


" DAILY OR WEEKLY WEATHER 
* CROP APPEARANCE FROM LANDSAT 
" MORE REFLECTIVE OF UNDERLYING PLANT PROCESSES 
" IMPROVE WEATHER OBSERVATIONS THROUGH THE USE 
OF ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE DATA 
" IMPROVE ANALYST INTERPRETATION PROCEDURES, 
" IMPROVE CROP DEVELOPMENT STAGE MODELS 
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NASA-S-78-16122 	 CONCLUSIONS 
* 	 DEMONSTRATED THAT LACIE TECHNOLOGY CAN PROVIDE 
IMPROVED COMMODITY PRODUCTION INFORMATION FOR 
BOTH U.S.S.R. WINTER AND SPRING WHEAT 
* 	 TECHNOLOGY IMPROVEMENTS NEEDED FOR CANADA AND 
SIMILAR REGIONS WITH 
" SMALL FIELDS


" CONFUSION CROP PROBLEMS


* THREE YEARS OF U.S. YARDSTICK RESULTS SUPPORT THE 
U.S.S.R. AND CANADIAN EXPERIENCE 
* 	 90/90 ESTIMATES FOR WINTER WHEAT 1 TO 1.5 MONTHS


PREHARVEST


* U.S. SPRING WHEAT MORE DIFFICULT AS IN CANADA 
* 	 FIRST-GENERATION YIELD MODELS WERE GENERALLY 
SATISFACTORY BUT SHOULD BE IMPROVED FOR EXTREME 
WEATHER CONDITIONS, FOREIGN REGIONS WITH POOR 
HISTORICAL DATA 
* 	 SIGNIFICANT ADVANCEMENTS IN LANDSAT AND LANDSAT 
DATA PROCESSING CAN BE EXPECTED TO GREATLY IMPROVE 
CAPABILITY 
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NASA-S-78-16414


LACIE OBJECTIVES


' DEMON'STLRATIt ANIMpOAI-ANT APPLICATION OFI!tEPETI-TI fEe" 
MULTISPECTRAL REMOT SENSING FROMSWACE


7E$,T.TEGAPABl (TVOF LANDSAT, TOtTHER WITH1


,' 
r~l~42.IX~~ Ol~9r~qQ~,C~ AND COVNTIQN&L.1 
UlArw S SkT. M tt E!RODU IO'* A("'t)RC ,qT 
A L k , 
3':;; Yy9:P AN'Vt..7 ­
itt 
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PLENARY PRESENTATION NO 7

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 
J Murphy, USDA 
NASA-S-78-16156


TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER OVERVIEW 
" USER REQUIREMENTS 
* TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER


* APPLICATION TEST SYSTEM
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NASA-S-78-16160


USDA REQUIREMENTS 
1973 REMOTE-SENSING USER REQUIREMENTS TASK FORCE 
GIANT WILD BURRO CROPS RENEWABLE 
=3000AFRICAN SNAIL HERDS RESOURCES 
1975 LACIE USER REQUIREMENTS 
1977 SECRETARY INITIATIVE 
L4ARLYP CONSERVATION'POLLUTIONS"CROPS I"t- 'O UIN 
'WARNING AND WATER 
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NASA-S-78-16165


CHANGING NEEDS MUST BE


REFLECTED IN REQUIREMENTS


" USER INFORMATION NEEDS ARE CONSTANTLY 
CHANGING 
* 	 ADEQUATE DEFINITION IS DIFFICULT IN A DYNAMIC 
PROGRAM AND ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT 
* 	 REQUIREMENT UPDATES ARE MANDATORY TO PRO-
VIDE GUIDELINES FOR OPTIMAL EXPENDITURE OF 
R&D FUNDS 
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NASA-S-7,8-16155


TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 

* 
	 IMPETUS TO APPLY NEW TECHNOLOGY 
MAY ORIGINATE FROM THE USER OR 
R&D COMMUNITY 
* 
	 A "CLOSED LOOP" APPROACH IS ESSEN-
TIAL TO A CLEAR DEFINITION OF 
RESPONSIBILITIES BETWEEN USER 
AND THE R&D COMMUNITY 
* 
 USER TEST AND EVALUATION 
* 
	 SUPPORTING ELEMENTS NECESSARY 
TO SUCCESS 
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NASA-S-78-16161 SYSTEM LIFE


SYSTEM 
.. 15 _ ,LIFE SPAN 
SYSTEM 
DEVELOPMENT 
TIME 
"187 
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NASA-S-78-17262 
PRESENT STATUS OF THE ATS


1978


TECHNOLOGY TRANSFERRED 
* SAMPLING STRATEGY 
* YIELD MODELS (SOIL MOISTURE BUDGET) 
* SPECTRAL ANALYSIS PROCEDURES


* VEGETATIVE INDEXES 
* 30 TRAINED USDA PROFESSIONALS 
ATS SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
* ANALYSIS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE 
* COLOR GRAPHIC TERMINALS 
* OPERATING PROCEDURES 
ATS CAPABILITY 
* 	 APPLICATION TEST OF SPRING WHEAT 
PRODUCTION IN U.S.S.R. 
* 	 VALIDATE CONDITION ASSESSMENT IN 
MONTANA AND NORTH DAKOTA SPRING 
WHEAT AREA 
* 	 VALIDATE AREA§ OF MOISTURE STRESS 
IN U.S.S.R. SPRING WHEAT1 188 
NASA-S-78-17263 
PRESENT STATUS OF THE ATS (CONT)

1979


TECHNOLOGY TRANSFERRED 
o FULL-FRAME DATA HANDLING TECHNIQUES 
* 	 UPDATED LACIE TECHNIQUES FOR WHEAT, CORN, AND 
SOYBEANS 
ATS 	 SYSTEM COMPONENTS 
" DATA ACQUISITION HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE


" LINK BETWEEN ACQUISITION AND ANALYSIS


COMPONENTS


* PROCURE DATA BASE COMPONENT 
ATS 	 CAPAB ILITY 
AT THE DISCRETION OF USDA MANAGEMENT: 
" CONDITION ASSESSMENT


" PRODUCTION IMPACTS


" AVAILABLE YIELD MODELS


" GEOGRAPHIC DATA BASES
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NASA-S-78-1615 7


TYPICAL ANALYST STATION ARRANGEMENT


1
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PLENARY PRESENTATION NO. 8 
IMPACT OF LACIE ON A NATIONAL METEOROLOGICAL CAPABILITY 
N Strommen, NOAA 
PAGE /AZ INTENTIONALLY BLANK 
/9S 
NNational Aeronautics and Lyndon B Johnson Space CenterIlA Il Space Administration Houlton Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-16377 
THE IMPACT OF LACIE ON A NATIONAL


METEOROLOGICAL CAPABILITY


vm-44 INTENTIONALLY BLANK195 
NASA-S-78-16389 
LACIE METHODOLOGY 
AREA ESTIMATION YIELD ESTIMATION


PRODUCTION = AREA x YIELD
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NASA-78-16380 
CAPABILITY REQUIRED TO SUPPORT LACIE OBJECTIVES


GLOBAL COMPREHENSIVE 
CAPABILITY CAPABILITY 
TIMELY CAPABILITY MAIL 
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N a sa Ntoa eoatcn Lyndon B Johnson Space Center 
National Aeronautics and
PJA~ pace AdministrationLydnBJhsnSaeCtr
 Houston Texas 77058
~~S 
NASA-S-78-16378METEOROLOGICAL DATA REQUIRED TO DEFINE


THE GROWING ENVIRONMENT IN A CROP REGION


0


SOLAR 
RADIATION 
OCCURRENCES 
WIND___
-' WIND 
EVAPORATION 
DEMAND AIR TEMPERATURE 
PRECIPITATION t HUMIDITY 
SNOW DEPTH


SOIL TEMPERATURES
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National Aeronautics and Lyndon B.Johnson Space CenterfltJSpace Administration Houston Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-16388 
TRADITIONAL WEATHER SERVICES 
SUPPORTED BY GLOBAL DATA ACQUISITION 
DATA 
X ~ PROGRAM AREAS AVIATION REQUIREMENTS UPPER-AIR 
MARINE SOUNDINGS 
FORECASTING PUBLIC SURFACE 
SERVICE REPORTS /4 
FORECASTS 
ANALYSIS GLOBAL SURFACE WEATHER ANALY-
SIS BASED ON REPORTS FROM ABOUT 
2500 OBSERVING STATIONS RECOM-
MENDED FOR GLOBAL EXCHANGE BY 
THE WMO 
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I'sA National Aeronautics and


Space Administration
'U Lyndon B Johnson Space CenterHouston Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-16387 
REPORTING 
DATA ELEMENTS: SKY COVER, WIND, PRESSURE, VISIBILITY, 
TEMPERATURE 
SYNOPTIC CODE: Nddff 
51810 
YVWWw 
74010 
PPPTT 
02310 
NhCLhCmCh 
862// 
Tddapp 
08216 
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NASA-S-78-16392 
U.S. DAILY WEATHER MAP - JUNE 1, 1978 
LOW 
HIGH.


1
00 
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01

0 
WA National Aeronautics and 	 Lyndon B Johnson Space Center 
Space Administration Houston Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-16390 
CLIMATOLOGICAL PROGRAMS 
* DAILY WEATHER OBSERVATIONS OF: 
" PRECIPITATION TOTALS


" TEMPERATURE EXTREMES


* SNOW DEPTH 
* 	 OBSERVATIONS RECORDED AND MAILED AT THE END OF 
EACH MONTH 
* REPORTS PROCESSED BY EACH COUNTRY AND PUBLISHED 
WITHIN 1 TO 12 MONTHS 
* 	 TELEGRAPHIC "CLIMAT" REPORTS FROM SELECTED 
SYNOPTIC OBSERVING STATIONS AT THE END OF EACH 
MONTH 
" MONTHLY AVERAGE TEMPERATURE 
* TOTAL MONTHLY PRECIPITATION 
202 
a National Aeronautics and 	 Lyndon B Johnson Space Center 
Space Administration 	 Houston Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-16385 
* 	 NEEDED METEOROLOGICAL ELEMENTS 
WERE NOT AVAILABLE IN A TIMELY 
MANNER. ONLY IN THE U.S. AND 
OTHER LIMITED AREAS WERE DAILY 
PRECIPITATION AND TEMPERATURE 
EXTREMES AVAILABLE 
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lpatonal Aeronautics andftSpANace Admnistration Lyndon B Johnson Space CenterHouston Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-16386 
* TIMELY METEOROLOGICAL 
DATA DID NOT HAVE MANY 
OF THE NEEDED WEATHER 
ELEMENTS
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NASA-S-78-16384


DILEMMA


APPROACH SELECTED: 
* IMPROVE EXISTING DATA 
• 	 MAXIMIZE USE OF AVAILABLE 
DATA 
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NASA-S-78-16383 
* 	 IN RESPONSE TO A U.S. INITIATIVE IN 1977, THE WMO 
RECOMMENDED THE INCLUSION OF DAILY TEMPERATURE 
EXTREMES IN ALL INTERNATIONAL RELAYS OF SYNOPTIC 
WEATHER DATA 
206


NASA-5Q-8I6 375 U.S. 	 SYSTEM TO GATHER

DATAGLOBAL METEOROLOGICAL 
WMO GLOBAL 
SYSTEMTELECOMMUNICATIONS 
STATIONS 
ARCHIVES 	 FORECAST 
PROGRAMS
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Lyndon B.Johnson Space Center/ 5A National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration Houston Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-16382 
DAILY PRECIPITATION DATA WERE AVAILABLE 
" AIR FORCE REPORTS RELAYED TO NMC 
* ADDITIONAL SYNOPTIC CODE GROUPS RELAYED BY


WMO OVER AND ABOVE THOSE RECOMMENDED


C 
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RESPONSE BY NOAANAA--8-631ORGANIZATIONAL 
~PREDICT YIELD 
'PRPAR


FOREIGN 
DATA-,.


"PROGRAM:,,
-'N S,p 
-,'AND.. 
,,-OPERATE',2 MDL\ASSESS-'.: 
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NASA-S-78-16374 
NEW DIMENSION ADDED TO THE PROCESSING


OF METEOROLOGICAL DATA


GLOBAL WEATHER ASSESSMENTS 
NANC 0 DAILY SUMMARIES " 
NOAA NMC 8000 DALL 
SUITLAND, 8 I MONTHLY SUMMARIES 
MARYLAND .STATIONS j FDPARURE• DEPARTURES _ 
FROM NORMAC*-I I 
 CRITICAL 
ARCHIVES FORECAST I ANALYSES WEATHER EPISODES 
PROGRAMS K__ 
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Lyndon B Johnson Space Centerf't i'A~ii oNational Houston Texas 77058Aeronautics and 
 
IU/\SSpace Administration


NASA-S-78-16395 
ACTUAL PRECIPITATION (INCHES)


MAY 29 TO JUNE 4, 1974


1.001.00.50 1.001.00
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Lyndon B Johnson Space Center 
National Aeronautics and Houston Teyas 77058

NSA~SZB6 bANADIAN PRAIRIE PROVINCES 
ACTUAL AVERAGE TEMPERATURES (0F) 
j-ff 50


/ /50 
5 500

555

60
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NASA.-S-7-16372U.S.S.R. PERCENT OF MEAN PRECIPITATION


MAY 1977


100

100 100 10

101020200 
 5 1 2D;00
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-20005_ 0 5~~-00F\10. 
1/ 0 10010 5 
 '505'
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SA-8-,6376 FORECAST DEPARTURES FROM 
NORMAL SPRING WHEAT YIELD (PERCENT)


U.S.S.R., AUGUST 1977


+15% 
5%-36%+1%-9/ 
L ~-24% " 
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Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center National Aeronautics and 	 Houston Texas 77058Space AdministrationflJ 
NASA-S-78-16379 
NEW CAPABILITIES IN APPLICATION OF


METEOROLOGICAL DATA


* FOREIGN CROP AND WEATHER ASSESSMENT .NWEATH 
ih 	 sC3PtIS A ROUTINE GOVERNMENT PUBLICATION 
PREPARED BY NOAA WITH THE ASSESSMENT M 
AND COOPERATION OF USDA 
* 	 MODELING OF WEATHER IMPACTS, 
WHICH WAS SUCCESSFULLY 
DEMONSTRATED FOR WHEAT IN 
LACIE, HAS BEEN EXTENDED TO 
NATURAL GAS CONSUMPTION 
* 	 SPECIAL WEATHER IMPACT ASSESS-
MENTS ARE BEING PROVIDED TO 
THE AID TO ASSIST THEIR PRO-
GRAMS IN LESSER DEVELOPED 
NATIONS 
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NASA-S-78-16494


LACIE IMPACT


* A 	 NEW NATIONAL CAPABILITY 
o 	 FOR ASSESSING WEATHER IMPACTS ON 
FOOD SUPPLIES 
o FOR APPLICATION TO OTHER CRITICAL 
CONCERNS


* 	 STIMULATED SIMILAR WORK IN PRIVATE 
INDUST-RY 
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aNational Aeronautcs and 	 Lyndon B Johnson Space Center 
Space Adminstraton 	 Houston Texas 77058 
NASA-S-78-16496 
NEEDED IMPROVEMENTS IN


GLOBAL METEOROLOGICAL DATA CAPABILITY


* CONSISTENT WEATHER REPORTING 
* REPORTING OF CROP-RELATED ELEMENTS 
" 	 SUPPLEMENT WITH ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE 
DATA 
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IA sA National Aeronautics and Lyndon B Johnson Space Center


Space Administration Houston Texas 77058


NASA-S-78-16495 
AREAS OF FURTHER APPLICATION


OF METEOROLOGICAL DATA TO


GLOBAL FOOD MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT


* IMPROVED RESOLUTION OF GROWING CONDITIONS 
" INCREASED VARIETY OF INFORMATION 
* IMPROVED CROP YIELD AND DEVELOPMENT MODELS 
* 	 INCORPORATE FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS IN EXTENDED


WEATHER FORECASTING
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PLENARY'PRESENTATION NO. 9

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK 
B Erb, JSC 
NASA-S-78-16031


CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK


OUTLINE


* THE MAJOR CONCLUSIONS OF LACIE 
* THE AVAILABILITY OF THE TECHNOLOGY


* RECOMMENDATIONS AND OUTLOOK 
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NASA-S-78-16029


MAJOR CONCLUSIONS OF LACIE


* GENERAL 
* CAN PROVIDE IMPROVED WHEAT PRODUCTION 
INFORMATION IN REGIONS SIMILAR TO U.S.S.R. 
AND U.S. HARD RED WINTER WHEAT AREA 
* 	 SIGNIFICANT IMPROVEMENTS IN CAPABILITIES TO 
MONITOR WHEAT CAN BE EXPECTED IN THE NEAR 
FUTURE


* 	 REMOTE SENSING AND WEATHER EFFECTS MODELING 
APPROACH OF LACIE IS GENERALLY APPLICABLE 
TO OTHER MAJOR CROPS AND REGIONS 
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NASA-S-78-16030 
MAJOR CONCLUSIONS OF LACIE (CONT)


* 	 AGRICULTURAL REMOTE-SENSING APPLICATIONS RESEARCH 
REQUIRES CERTAIN CHARACTERISTICS 
" AN INTERDISCIPLINARY TEAM 
* 	 SEVERAL YEARS TESTING AND DATA SETS OVER EXTENSIVE 
GEOGRAPHIC REGIONS 
" RIGOROUS ACCURACY ASSESSMENT ALONG WITH GROUND 
DATA 
- UNDERSTANDING OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
- IDENTIFICATION AND CORRECTION OF DEFICIENCIES 
" 	 DIVERSE SCIENTIFIC DISCIPLINES PURSUING R&D ON TECH-
NICAL ISSUES THAT ARISE FROM THE PROJECT 
" PEER REVIEW FOR ESSENTIAL FEEDBACK 
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NASA S-78-16033 
MAJOR CONCLUSIONS OF LACIE (CONT)


* ACHIEVEMENTS. 
" PRODUCTION ESTIMATES SUPPORTED PERFORMANCE 
GOALS IN U.S.S.R., U.S. GREAT PLAINS 
e TECHNOLOGY VALIDATED FOR SOME PRODUCING


REGIONS


" IDENTIFIED NEEDED IMPROVEMENTS IN OTHER 
REGIONS


- HIGHER SPATIAL RESOLUTION


- ADDITIONALSPECTRAL BANDS


- INCREASED TEMPORAL COVERAGE


* LANDSAT DATA AVAILABLE FOR ANALYSIS IN 14 DAYS 
* LANDSAT DATA ANALYSIS COULD BE COMPLETED IN 
14 DAYS IN STATE-OF-THE-ART SYSTEM 
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NASA-S-78-16034


MAJOR CONCLUSIONS OF LACIE (CONC)


* ACHIEVEMENTS (CONT) 
" WORKABLE YIELD MODELS AND STAGE-OF-MATURITY 
MODELS DEVELOPED 
* 	 RIGOROUS ACCURACY ASSESSMENT QUANTIFIED 
PERFORMANCE INCLUDING EFFECTS OF IMPROVE-
MENTS TO TECHNOLOGY 
" 	 SR&T IMPROVED SIGNIFICANTLY THE METhHODOL-

OGY AND EFFICIENCY


* 	 TECHNOLOGY EVALUATED IN MAJOR REGION OF U.S., 
CANADA, AND U.S.S.R. 
* 	 INSIGHT GAINED FROM EXPLORATORY INVESTIGATIONS 
IN 5 OTHER COUNTRIES 
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NASA-S-78 16032 
AVAILABILITY OF THE TECHNOLOGY


" AVAILABLE ON A SELECTED BASIS FOR U.S. FEDERAL 
GOVERNMENT USE AND FOR OTHER GOVERNMENTS 
WITH ACCESS TO GROUND STATIONS COVERING THEIR 
OWN COUNTRY 
" MORE GENERAL AVAILABILITY WILL DEPEND ON DECI-

SIONS REGARDING SATELLITE SPECTRAL DATA


o AVAILABILITY


e RELIABILITY


* COST 
o DISTRIBUTION MECHANISM 
* SELECTED PORTIONS TO BE USED BY ELEMENTS OF THE 
U.S. GOVERNMENT 
" PORTIONS AVAILABLE FOR PRIVATE AND INTERNATIONAL 
USE 
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NASA-S-78-16035


RECOMMENDATIONS AND OUTLOOK


" THE MANIFEST NEED FOR GLOBAL FOOD INVENTORY 
INFORMATION INDICATES THAT WE SHOULD 
* PURSUE IMPROVED WHEAT INVENTORY TECHNOLOGY 
DEVELOPMENT


* INITIATE MULTICROP EXPERIMENTS 
" CURRENTLY AVAILABLE TECHNOLOGY CAN BE EXPLOITED 
IMMEDIATELY 
" IMPROVED INTERACTION BETWEEN ALL LEVELS OF USERS 
AND THE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPERS SHOULD BE ENCOUR-
AGED 
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NASA-S-78-16036 
RECOMMENDATIONS AND OUTLOOK (CONT)


* 	 WITH SUITABLE EFFORT, THIS SATELLITE-AIDED 
TECHNOLOGY WILL SHOW SIGNIFICANT IMPROVE-
MENT AND COULD BE IN WIDESPREAD USE BY THE 
LATE 1980's 
* 	 CURRENT FOLLOW-ON ACTIVITYBY THE PARTICIPAT-
ING AGENCIES IS AIMED AT 
" RESOLUTION OF REMAINING CRITICAL ISSUES ON 
WHEAT 
" INITIAL EXPLORATORY STUDIES IN CORN AND 
SOYBEANS 
* 	 ACTIVITY FOR THE EARLY 1980's WILL BUILD ON THE 
LACIE EXPERIENCE AND ADDRESS THE BROADER 
NEEDS OF THE USDA 
NASA-JSC 
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